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About This Content

This soundtrack to the sleeper-hit video game BIT.TRIP CORE features thumpin' chiptune-inspired tracks that will get your
heart pounding as CommanderVideo learns what it means to have a CORE.

Bookended by amazing chiptune artist and guest star Bubblyfish, the BIT.TRIP CORE soundscape continues
CommanderVideo's aural soul quest as he transitions into the land of the tactile.

Get in the zone and ride the vibe as you continue your own BIT.TRIP with this audio companion.

TRACK LIST

Translucent (feat. Bubblyfish)

Discovery

Exploration

Control

Ah! (feat. Bubblyfish)

Trepidation

Nurture
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Determination

Accomplishment

Realization
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I love 9dragons ever since it was owned by Acclaim. It still holds true but now im experiencing alot more problems with the
launcher and startup and from what i've found in my research i can't find any way to fix it without a workaround (which i dont
have time for) or disabling antivirus software (of which i have none besides windows defender). In all honesty i'd be playing this
game so much more if it werent for these problems that couple easily be fixed and seems, from my research, that redfox is just
lazy and patches the 9dragons launcher in a stupid manner. It seems as though they don't really care for the game nor the
community that invests multiple hundred hours enjoying said game. I will still recommend this game if you can get past some
stupid bugs with the launcher that many people have had in the past.. Amazing! A total blast to play with a second player acting
as the waiter. I've never had so much fun in VR! Totally recommended :)

Graphics are simple but adequate, should run on lesser systems. It's a cooking game, but the whole experience gets to be more
fun because of the realistic interactions with objects. a must play, don't take my word for it.. Since the only other negative
review has no information at all I thought I'd write one. As others have said it is a platformer comparable to Mario 64 and other
n64 games. The game has potential but it's still very clunky and buggy, even though it is no longer in early access. Sometimes
your character won't respond, sometimes irrelevant messages will pop up for no reason, and earlier my gnome was surfing
upside down before he decided to take a swim on the land.

Apart from that, the combat is just not very interesting. You can swing your sword and sometimes you'll spin around but other
then that not much happens. You can also throw stones but they are very short range, about the length of a gnome.

Other people are really excited about the music, for me it was hit and miss. Some good songs, some bad ones. The story seems
pretty boring but I guess that's no big deal since people don't play platformers for the story.

Things I did like:
Some creative ways to make the levels interesting.
Difficulty should be good for most people. Not too hard, not too easy.

I don't recommend the game but as I said the game has potential. I wouldn't buy the game now but you can always check back in
a few months and see if the bugs are fixed.

13-12-16 update:

Most of the bugs I mentioned earlier have been fixed by now but there are still some other ones, including one where I had to
redo a level because I couldn't get a key. There are new attacks and weapons that can make the combat more fun but you don't
really need to use them. I was still able to kill everything by spamming regular attacks and even the bosses died rather quickly.
For this reason I still can't recommend it.

Note that I haven't tried the VR or the multiplayer so this review doesn't apply that.. crashes constantly (almost every game),
movement on overhead map is incredibly slow when using a 2 level map, buggy some of the collection points on the map just
stop working as the game progresses. This is a very cool game with near-perfect physics. This game implements gravity all too
well. The art style and music are very chill and have very good chemistry together. The controls are tight and very nice. Great
game. Also, you should definitely check out the developer, Daniel Linssen, because he has made many cool, short, creative,
good games. His art style is awesome. 8.5\/10
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Really cool concept\/idea with ok graphcis, but the mechanics can be really frustrating, and there is a lot of missing features like
button remapping.
But after you have played the game for about 20 hrs and finished the game, there is no game-play value.. ____*##########*
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__________________###. Class game 10/9. Great game with many bugs!!

Pros:
Its Free
Does not require an expensive rig to run
Great graphics and smoothish gameplay
Lots to do and ways to advance and level up

Cons:
Not a big player base hopefully now its ftp word will get about.
Needs more Skin colour optimisation as you cannot complete a black or asian look.
Colour for hair and such basically needs a Skin upgrade.
Bugs such as Bot ai doing silly things like commiting suicide or letting you kill them??
And a crash that came while i was loading for charging Training.

Overall analysis: I think this game will become great overtime as long as the development take in what advice the players are
giving.
It is not pay to win as yet but I would not be surprised if it was and if it does then its not so bad it is still an amazing game.
I would recommend it to those who loved Soulcaliber and Dynastywarriors Also Legends Of Aethereus.

Score: 3/5 pending further updates.
I urge the Developers to keep ontop of the updates and congratulate them on such a good game thats going to grow into
something amazing!. Power Gunner is an endless arcade style shooter that for the price offers exactly what you'd expect. It's not
a bad game by any means however with more polish and more content, i.e (levels, enemies, ships) this game can turn into
something truly special. The game is simple and fun, if your looking for something quick and mindless I'd highly recommend it.
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